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How to create a youtube gaming logo

Whether or not you're a player, there are certain classic video games that everyone has heard of, because they've skipped the gaming world and become cultural icons in their own right. Small but important branding has become the logo of the game and the way they have become instantly recognized the



world is something that will inspire any graphic designer. In this post, we look back at the logo of the biggest and best video games of all time, explaining both why the game itself is so influential, and why each logo works well. For tips on creating your own design, check out our main guide to logo
design.01. Pac-Man (Image credit: Namco)In 1980, Namco released an arcade game in Japan called 'Puck-Man', where the character tried to eat all the dots in the maze, while avoiding ghosts. But when it comes to international liberation, they are concerned that unruly youngsters may be tempted tore the
machine by converting 'P' to 'F', so Pac-Man was born. The Pac-Man is designed by Toru Iwatani as a game that will entice women into a male-dominated arcade environment. He set out to make the game non-violent and 'cute' characters. She was also inspired to focus on eating, after eavesdropping on
teenage girls, whose food is a popular topic of conversation. The strategy worked, and Pac-Man became the first game to break the young male ghetto and appeal extensively to girls, women and couples. The logo for most early video games, such as Space Invaders, Asteroids and Defenders, largely
aped the kind of letters seen in superhero comics, which are again attacked in their appeal to young men. The Pac-Man logo, on the other hand, takes inspiration from a more approachable and wide cartoon style that will appeal to both girls and boys. It is also wise to incorporate the main character into
'C', and uses several dots and squiggles to further personalize other letters. (Image credit: Nintendo) He was invited by Shigeru Miyamoto and released by Nintendo in 1981, Donkey Kong introduced the world to the platform's game genre. One of the first games with a storyline that visually unfolds on the
screen, it involves moving the character (which reappears in later games as Mario) across a series of construction site platforms, while jumping over obstacles and avoiding barrels thrown at you by the gorilla. Universal Studios sued, claiming the latter violated King Kong's copyright. But when the case
collapsed, Donkey Kong became one of the most loved games of all time. The logo shown above applies to the first three Donkey Kong State games developed by as well as their game Boy Advance remakes. Fun, colorful and cartoonish, he did a great job in representing these pioneers in this new wave
of games; which is less about the alien burst of space, and more about the action of melee comedy and scary characters. 03. Super-Mario (Image Credit: Nintendo)After first showing his face (not named) in Donkey Kong, 1985 1985 Mario got his own platform game on Nintendo Entertainment System.
Super Mario Bros. saw an Italian seaman shake the Mushroom Kingdom trying to save Princess Toadstool from Bowser like a turtle. It became one of the best-selling games of all time, with over 40 million physical copies sold, and Mario has remained a cultural power ever since, with new animated films
in production as we write. There's a melee to the bold and colorful Super Mario logo that perfectly represents the anarchic fun of a video game series. Although it can be read perfectly, there is a sense of movement that can be estimated in letters such as cartoons, not to mention a sense of selfgger that
can be identified; just like the character itself.04. Street Fighter (Credit Image: Capcom)If the macho ferocity and destruction of the earliest video games were put in the shade by family-friendly headlines such as Pac-Man and Super Mario, he returned with a vengeance in 1987 in the form of Capcom's
Street Fighter. One of the highest crude francais of all time, it established a one-on-one combat genre, and sold 44 million units worldwide. At this time in the eighth incarnation (2016), he was recently removed in the episode 'Striking Vipers' Black Mirror. The Street Fighter logo, shown above above
brandishing its 30th anniversary, leaves nothing to the imagination. There is a fiery, kinetic energy to the heavy-metal letter that conveys exactly how much relentless punch-and-kick action a player can expect. All together now: Hadouken!!! 05. Sonic the Hedgehog (Credit Image: Sega)There was Sonic's
film Hedgehog in the cinema earlier this year, but Sonic first appeared on our video game screens in 1991. The beloved blue hedgehog was specially designed by Sega as a rival to Nintendo's mascot Mario. His first exit, a platform game involving a moving character worthy of swaying in a ball through a
long rolling tube, was a huge hit around the world. After several fake logos began, the 1999 design hit a sweet spot, and has been going on ever since. On his face, he conveys nothing specific about the character or game, other than the blue trademark used as the 'Sonic' guide line. But look carefully at
the sphere inside 'O' 'Sonic' and you'll see it's a bit dramatic struck. This refers to the shape of the character when he rolls up the 'Spin Dash' step (an element of the iconic game in which you wear the speed of a standstill). A glance at the 'C' and you'll see the same impression over and over again. It's a
small thing, but it adds a lovely touch of personality to a logo that fans will appreciate - albeit only under-notice.06. Doom (Image credit: Bethesda Softworks)First created in 1993, Doom focus on the exploitation of space marin against hordes of demons and undead. One of the pioneering broadcasts in the
first-person shooter category, he introduced 3D graphics, deep feelings to computer games, and opened the opening for generations of aggressive and bloody players shooting games that followed in his wake. The original logo was depicted by sci-fi artist Don Ivan Punchatz, and the combination of
mechanical and organic elements well reflects the grimy hellscape of the much-loved game.07. Grand Theft Auto (image credit: Rockstar Games)Issued in 1997, Grand Theft Auto tore up the rulebook on what video games could be and what kind of broader cultural influences they could have. The
headlines focus on swearing,malignancy, bogel and sex. But a wider range of highly advanced sandbox elements means players can enjoy the feeling of being free overseas, instead of being locked into a specific mission. Based on the fire design, the original logo is like flashy, cheap and gaudy as the
character of the game itself. But as the series matured, the new tiering that was packed began in 2001 and has remained in place ever since. With GTA established as the fourth highest selling francais of all time, this visual identity no longer needs to 'sell' the game, but only evokes a mixture of comic
confidence and brightness in a more controlled and (ultimately) memorable way.08. World of Warcraft (Image Credits: Blizzard)Issued in 2004, World of Warcraft remains today the biggest name in the massive online role-playing game. It reflects a new era in which the game is no longer a personal spirit
but a collective dission. Located within the ring-style world, the logo is heavily influenced by the kind of medieval and pseudo-medieval art and let that adorn the book covers, tablet games and movie posters across the fantasy genre. And the shape-set has stood a test of excellent times: aside from a few
discolorations, it remains unchanged throughout this time.09. Minecraft (Image Credits: Mojang Studios)Only when you think you know what's in the game, Minecraft was officially released in 2011 and swapped everything upside down once again. Set in a block-centered world that's basically like a digital
version of Lego, Minecraft allows players to express their creativity like never before. The logo clearly and wisely reflects the building nature of the game, plus there's creeper's face's angst insertion in the letter 'A' (Creepers are the enemies that attack you in the game by bursting near their targets). 10.
Fortnite (Image Credits: Epic)One of the bigger revolutions in the game brings us to this day, and that's the official release in 2017 of Fortnite, the survival game 'Battle royale' in which up to 100 players fight to become the last man standing. It quickly became popular around the world, not least because it
was free to play, cross platforms, and sit somewhere in the middle between casual and 'serious'. The excitement felt well translated to its logo, which centered around the letters of lumps that seemed to be randomly offset across from each other, delivering relaxed and relaxed vibes that fit the game mostly
to the game mostly Audience. Thanks to Macy-Anne Trimont for her input into this article. Read more: Creative Bloq creates this content as part of a paid partnership with Adobe Stock. The contents of this article are entirely independent and merely reflect the editorial opinion of Creative Bloq. Bloq.
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